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Structure of Discussion

• 45 min
• Feel free to speak up, raise hands if needed, use chat if needed
• Flexible, informal brainstorming discussion

• Brief review of challenges identified in community surveys
• Other challenges?
• Funding opportunities?
• Locating data?
• Getting started?
• Training opportunities and needs?



Terrestrial Analogs Survey Results (2019)

• The primary reason people do not do analog field studies is lack of 
funding, followed by lack of knowledge of field sites and data.
• Researchers are most likely to conduct fieldwork at locations with 

which they are familiar, and less likely to begin a project at a new 
location. 
• There is a gap in formal education (undergrad/ grad courses in field 

techniques) for a significant fraction of researchers who conduct 
fieldwork. There is a subset of the community that does not currently 
conduct field studies but would like to.



PGM Survey Results (2017)

• Lack of strong community knowledge related to application of 
standard geologic mapping processes. 
• Planetary geoscience map makers/users want more assistance with 

making geoscience maps, including tutorials, templates, and process 
documents. 
• The technical nuances of GIS are limiting factors in making 

standardized and non-standardized geoscience maps for broad-
distribution and use by the planetary science community. 



The following slides document the ideas that were generated during 
this breakout discussion.  Disclaimer: these lists are not complete, they 
are simply the ideas that were raised by the subset of participants who 
attended this session.



Other Challenges?

• Need to consider the full range of analogs (ex: burning of coal leads to 
common mineral assemblages seen on Mars)
• Analog environments might be in unrepresented fields
• Restrictions in using NASA funding for all analog environments (ex: 

unable to use analog locations in China)



What funding opportunities are available to 
support analog work? 
• NASA – SSW, PSTAR, Habitable Worlds, SSERVI
• NSF – sed geology and paleobiology program
• Barringer Grant
• Shoemaker Impact Cratering Award
• Clay Minerals Society student grants
• Lewis and Clark fund for Astrobio
• NASA Space Biology Program through balloon science

• EuroPlanet – transnational access program (mostly for European colleagues, but 20% to 
non-Europeans)

• GAC-MAC in Canada and GSA (studies in Canada, or travel to other locations)
• CSA FAST Grants (similar to PSTAR), also student travel grants



How to locate existing data?
• Analogs:

• USGS Earth Explorer
• ESA catalog of planetary analogs: http://esamultimedia.esa.int/docs/gsp/The_Catalogue_of_Planetary_Analogues.pdf
• International Mars Exploration Working Group – web based tool for browsing analog sites
• NASA Astrobiology research locations: https://astrobiology.nasa.gov/research-locations/
• NASA AHED data portal https://ahed.nasa.gov/
• USGS ScienceBase
• Geophysics data repository and web-based maps
• NASA’s new planetary analogs website launched in February 2021, including planetary analog gallery: 

https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/planetary-analogs/
• Smithsonian Global Volcanism Project
• Impact Crater Database (uwo.ca)

• Mapping:
• JMARS
• USGS Astrogeology – search for what maps are available for different bodies
• Challenge that some data is digital, some is not yet
• State/provincial/federal geologic surveys
• Journal papers

https://astrobiology.nasa.gov/research-locations/
https://ahed.nasa.gov/
https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/planetary-analogs/


Factors to consider in defining a new map 
area or field site?
• Analog field site:

• Location on public or private or protected land?
• Accessibility, logistically feasible, safety
• Access to healthcare
• Cell phone coverage
• contact to interested local geologist (review local literature, check local language)
• Distance/costs from home institution
• Permit restrictions
• Local vegetation coverage (affecting the geology)
• What is the remote sensing data coverage?
• How heavily trafficked is the area?
• Has it been defined in the literature as a potential analog site for a planetary body?
• Literature coverage of the area, existing mineralogy confirmations

• New map area:
• Given this area/location, can I map at a reasonable scale while still showing the features I'm interested in and resulting in a 

map that is worth making?
• Do sufficient remote sensing data exist?
• What size and mapping area are appropriate to answer the scientific questions of interest?



Training Opportunities for Mappers/Analogs?
• Field courses 

• Sudbury Field School
• Southwestern field course UWO
• Barringer field summer camp (LPI)
• Planetary Volcanology Workshop

• Mapping
• EuroPlanet Planetary Geologic Mapping School
• NAU/USGS planetary geologic mapping summer workshop

• Resources
• Field guides
• Story Maps
• Tutorials for Mapping

• Wishlist:
• How to do crater counting in GIS
• Structural measurements for GIS
• Centralizing information about research opportunities (ex: need early career support for field campaign; or volunteering to 

be a part of these)


